FOR CHILDREN
AGED 5 TO 7 YEARS
To be used with
adult supervision
AT ALL TIMES

Balanced Bodies
WHAT’S IN THE BOX?
Balance Bird
Number Balance
Balance Nails
Discovery Notes

Use the items provided to
explore the science of balance.
• Please return the box with all equipment clean and
packed as you found it.
• Report any missing or damaged items to the staff.

Spark! Discovery Boxes are an initiative of Children’s Discovery

www.childrensdiscovery.org.au

Balance Beam
In the kit you will find a number
balance. Use this to start to
explore ideas around balance.
The yellow arm of the balance
should start out being level
(parallel to the ground). You may
notice small white weights lying
below the number 1 to 4 spots –
these can be slid between the
numbers until the yellow arm is
perfectly horizontal.
There are 20 blue weights in
the kit which can be hung on
the balance at different points,
numbered 1 to 10. Start exploring
by placing one blue weight on one
side of the beam. What do you
notice? (Beam tips down to the
side with the weight). Now place
one weight on the other side. What
do you need to do, to bring the
beam back to horizontal? What
number does this second weight
need to be on to balance the
beam? (Hint: same number as the
first weight).
Repeat this experiment, but this
time use two weights on each side.
What about trying two weights on
one side against one weight? (Hint:
add together the numbers printed
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above each weight on each side of
the beam (see image below). When
the total on one side is equal to the
total on the other, your beam will
be balanced (level and horizontal
to the ground).
Keep on exploring with more
weights and more complex maths!

How does it work?
There are two parts to making
the balance, well, balance.
First, there are the blue weights,
and secondly it’s how far they
are placed from the middle
(the pivot point).
The amount of downwards push
on the yellow arm is calculated
by the number of weights and
their distance from the pivot. For
the push to be the same on both
sides of the arm, the total of each
side (weights x distance) must be
the same.

Try this!

Use your maths skills to try
this out: How many ways can
you balance the beam with
two weights on the left side 10
position?

History

The ‘Ancient Egyptian Book of the Dead’
depicts a scene in which a scribe’s heart
is weighed against the feather of truth.
Source: Wikipedia

The oldest evidence for the
existence of weighing scales
dates to around 5000 years ago.
As balance scales are really such
simple devices they are thought to
have been in use even before this.
Most of this evidence is in the form
of uniform, polished stone cubes
that would have been used for
mass measurement.
In order to be both fair and
accurate these weights would
need to remain unchanged,
and any new ones would
have to match. This is called
standardisation and, together with
ensuring everyone always uses
the correct weights, has remained
an important part of government
authority in controlling commerce.
There have been many
innovations in the balance scale,
even the great Leonardo da Vinci
got involved.
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Balance Bird
The balance bird toy is an
excellent way to explore
balance.
Place your finger under
the beak of the bird – you
should find that the bird
stays in place! Try gently
jiggling the bird – it might
spin, wobble and wiggle,
but should not fall.
Experiment by placing the
bird on other objects, like
the top of a drink bottle, a
table or table light.
Be careful the bird is not
placed anywhere it can fall
onto someone’s face!
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How does it work?
The bird is a carefully disguised
balance. Notice the tips of the
wings are slightly forward of
the beak and slightly lower.
The wing tips have heavy
weights in them. This allows
them to balance out the tail of
the bird.
Another way of explaining this
is to think about the centre of
mass.
Every object has a balance
point or centre of mass. This is
the point where exactly half the
weight of the object is on one
side and half the weight is on
the other side from any direction
or orientation. You have seen
this effect with the number
balance. Note that the balance
point may not always be inside
the object!

Try this!

Can you get the bird to remain
stable if you place it upside down
on your finger? What do you
notice? The bird tries to flip over the most stable position.

The balance bird has its balance
point a few centimetres below
its beak, so when you rest the
beak on your finger (this is now
it’s point of support) the bird is
stable.
As long as an objects balance
point lies below the point of
support, it will remain stable. If
the balance point lies directly
above the point of support, it
will balance, but not be stable.
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Balance Broom
Here is a simple trick to
find the balance point of
straight objects like rulers,
brooms, and even sticks
that you can find around the
house (make sure you have
an adult helper!).
Balance the stick/ruler/
broom on your index fingers
– keep it level at all times.
Now, slowly slide your
fingers towards each other
– resist the urge to use your
thumbs to interfere…you
may notice the stick slides
over one finger only, then
the other, …keep going until
your fingers touch and the
stick stays balanced.
Do your fingers always
meet at the same point?
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touch anything but the top of the nail that
is stuck in the base. Give it a go!
Need a hint? The trick to balancing the
nails relies on creating a shape that
‘locks’ the nails together to form a new
shape – this shape needs to then be
balanced on top of the seventh nail – it’ll
just hang in place!

Balance Nails
This is great challenge to master –
and then impress your family and
friends with your amazing skill!
The object is to balance six nails on
the head of the seventh.
RULE: All of the nails have to be
balanced at the same time and cannot

Explanation: Gravity is a force that pulls
objects toward the centre of the Earth
as if all the mass is concentrated at one
point. This is called the objects ‘centre of
mass’. This idea is really useful to know as
it helps explain how we learn to walk, how
buildings stay up and why juggling is really
quite easy (ok, maybe after some practice).
Objects fall over when their centre of mass
is not supported. Stand up straight and
take note where the rest of your body is
(above your feet). Now stand on one foot…
did need to shift your body…(above your
foot)? Now tip your body forward so that
it is no longer supported by your foot –
WAIT – do this where there’s a safe place
to fall! You may notice that you fall over

How?! Lay one nail on a flat surface and
place two other nails across this nail
at one end. Do the same with another
two nails, at the other end. Finally, place
the last nail on top of this assembly,
head to tail with the bottom nail. Gently
lift the assembly from the middle (why
the middle?) and place this point (it’s
the centre of mass!) on the head of the
seventh nail…amazing!
See the solution on the back page...

once your centre of mass (the middle of
your body, near your belly-button) is no
longer supported by your feet.
For symmetrical objects like a ball or a
ruler, the centre of mass is exactly in the
middle of the object.
For objects that are not symmetrical, like a
broomstick, the centre of mass is closer to
the heavier end.
The stability of the balancing nails
depends on their centre of mass being
right at or directly below the point where
they rest on the bottom nail. Add too many
nails to the left or right and they become
unstable and fall off.
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Unbalanced Bodies
This is a fun trick to try on older friends
and family:
You need an object about the size of a
table-tennis ball. Ask your ‘volunteer’
to kneel and place their elbows
against their knees and press their
hands together. Holding that position
ask them to extend their fingers as
you then place the object just in front
of their fingertips.

Of course, everyone has a centre of
mass, and it’s in pretty much the same
place – around the belly-button. But,
in general, the centre of mass in adult
men and adult women does differ.
Men tend to have more mass in the
upper part of their bodies, for example
around their shoulders, while women
tend to have more mass in the lower
part of their bodies, for example
around their hips.

So, what does this mean for our
experiment? Those with a lower centre
Now ask the volunteer to keep their
of mass should be able to reach the
knees still, but lean up and place their
object as their centre of mass remains
hands behind their back…now ask them
above the point of support (the knees),
to lean forward and touch their nose
while those with a higher centre of
against the object…make sure there’s
mass will find they topple forward as
nothing else in the way (we don’t want
this centre moves in front of their knees.
anyone getting hurt!).
What did you find?

Solution to the
GREAT NAIL
CHALLENGE
on page 7

For assistance, further information or general
feedback, please send an email to
spark@childrensdiscovery.org.au
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